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ABSTRACT
Boon, Laura Elizabeth. Ph.D., Purdue University, December 2014. Beam-induced Ra-
diation Heating on the Superconducting Undulator at the Advanced Photon Source.
Major Professor: Katherine Harkay.
In January 2013 the Advanced Photon Source (APS), a 7 GeV synchrotron X-
ray source, commissioned a Superconducting Undulator (SCU). The superconducting
magnet is thermally isolated from the beam vacuum chamber, which absorbs the
beam-induced heating [1]. Previous beam induced heat load studies at other labora-
tories had not included a robust calculation of radiation heating from the upstream
dipole magnet. The mitigation of the radiation heating mechanism, and production
of photoelectrons to seed an electron cloud was studied for this thesis.
An analytical model was developed to predict the radiation heat load on the SCU
chamber. This model was benchmarked with ray tracings and simulations. Results
from this synchrotron radiation model were used to guide the design of the installed
SCU beam chamber. A 3D Monte-Carlo simulation on synchrotron radiation on the
beam chamber was developed. The model considered the effect of diffuse scattering
and complex chamber geometries. It was found that a simulation assuming no photon
scattering gave a power that agreed within 0.4% of the analytical model. Comparison
between analytical calculations and measured temperature rise on the installed SCU
show the analytical model agrees with the measured temperature rise within 20%.
Previous models of similar superconducting devices in accelerators have reached at
best 200% difference between the measured and modeled heat load. The beam heat
load model presented in this thesis represents a significant improvement in modeling
of superconducting devices in high energy particle accelerators.
In addition to heating the SCU chamber, absorbed photons produce photoelec-
trons which seed electron clouds, another source of beam induced heating. Measure-
xii
ments of the technical aluminum samples show peaks in the quantum efficiency for
photon energies equal to the K edges of oxygen, carbon, and aluminum. These results
can be added to electron cloud simulation codes to improve simulation results.
11. INTRODUCTION
Current undulators use a either permanent magnets or room temperature electromag-
nets to produce magnetic fields; both devices have limitations on the peak field, and
undulator period. By switching to a superconducting electromagnet shorter period
undulators can be made while maintaining a high magnet field. In addition to the
engineering design needed to design such an electromagnet, the magnet must be kept
cool so the superconducting coils do not quench. However accelerators are an intense
environment with many sources of heating. Previous work on beam induced heating
has not created a satisfactory model for measured temperature rise.
There are four beam induced heat sources of concern for operating a superconduct-
ing magnet in a synchrotron light source: radiation heating, resistive wall heating,
electron cloud multipacting, and wake fields. The work presented in this thesis fo-
cuses on heating from dipole magnet radiation. Calculations of the heating will be
done in three ways and compared. An analytical model was created, simulations were
done and measurements of temperature rise were done. Also discussed will be ways
to mitigate the radiation heating, with a note on how it effects other beam induced
heating elements.
1.1 Outline
This thesis is divided into two parts. Part 1is composed of chapters 2-5. Chapter 2
will present the motivation for this thesis, covering the heating sources, previous work
that has been done in calculating and modeling beam inducted heating on SCU’s
installed in other machines. Next the the background on synchrotron radiation will
be presented in chapter 3, including the distribution of dipole radiation which will be
used when calculating the radiation heating on the SCU, in a later chapter. Chapter 4
2will introduce Synrad3D, a Monte Carlo program used to simulate radiation heating
as part of this thesis. The last part of the introduction, chapter 5 will describe the
layout of the section of accelerator modeled in this thesis.
The second part is comprised of chapters 6-9. In chapter 6 the analytical model
created will be described, including a discussion of the parameters included in the
radiation heating model. In chapter 7, results from Synrad3D simulations will be
discussed and benchmarked against the analytical model. Included in the chapter
will be a discussion of the effect of surface roughness on the photon distribution in
the SCU chamber. Chapter 8 will describe the measurement technique and analysis
method to measure the temperature rise in the SCU for an electron beam off-axis in
the upstream dipole magnet. A comparison of measurement results with an analytical
model of temperature rise will also be discussed. In chapter 9 measurements of the
quantum efficiency are presented.
32. MOTIVATION
Third generation light sources, such as the Advanced Photon Source (APS), use in-
sertion devices (ID) to provide the highest brightness photon beams to its users.
These ID’s are customized for various experiments needing certain photon energy or
polarization. Current technology has reached its peak in electromagnet and hybrid
permanent magnets. To produce these high energy photon beams either the peak
magnetic field must be increased or the period length must be shortened. Research
was done to design, build and implement superconducting undulators (SCU) in high
energy storage rings. SCUs allow for shorter period lengths and higher magnetic
fields, producing high brightness beams for user studies. This chapter will describe
the current research at done at high energy storage rings to install and run supercon-
ducting ID magnets. The chapter will end with a description of the APS SCU and
the proposed mitigation techniques.
2.1 Beam Induced Heating Processes
A limitation of superconducting technology is the heat load from the high energy
electron beam. There are four main processes that must be understood and mitigated
for the SCU to run transparently in the storage ring.
Resistive Wall Heating
The charged beam creates a current in the conducting walls of the vacuum beam
chamber, with the opposite charge of the beam. These image currents heat the beam
chamber due to the resistivity of the vacuum chamber. The heat load is dependent
on the chamber material and frequency spectrum of the bunch train.
4Electron Cloud
When low energy electrons build up inside the vacuum chamber of a particle ac-
celerator or storage ring it is called an electron cloud. Electron clouds are accelerated
into the chamber wall causing heating. In addition to the heating, the electron cloud
can create problems for the particle beam by creating head tail instabilities, shift the
tune of the beam and increase the emittance, among other problems [2, 3].
Electron cloud multipacting has been an area of much research and development
for positron and proton machines [4–7], as those machines have been used for high
energy physics research. Current research has focused on reducing the secondary
electron yield of beam chamber materials through coatings and conditioning [8] as
a way to mitigate electron cloud growth. As superconducting undulators (SCU) are
being installed into high energy electron storage ring light sources [9,10] reducing the
heat load from electron cloud is important for optimal performance of the electron
machine. Simulations of electron cloud build up in electron rings is not consistent
between measurements taken at the Advanced Photon Source (APS) [11] and ANKA
(ANgstrom source KArlsruhe) [12] possibly due to over-simplified photoelectron yield
models used in the electron cloud simulation codes. Previous work at DAΦNE [13]
and the LHC [14] have presented results for the photoelectron yield of low energy
photons.
Wake Field Heating
Any changes in vacuum chamber dimensions can induce wake fields, standing
electromagnetic fields, induced by the relativistic beam. To reduce wake field heating
superconducting magnet chamber designs avoid short changes in chamber diameter.
5Radiation Heating
Dipole magnets produce a fan of synchrotron radiation tangential to the path of
the relativistic beam. Based on the accelerator geometry a section of that fan is
incident on the superconducting chamber walls. To shield the chamber a system of
collimators or photon absorbers are used. These will shield the chamber from direct
radiation.
2.2 Current and proposed Superconducting devices
Superconducting technology has been used to build new undulators and wigglers
for many years. Accelerators around the world have used this technology to install
specialized insertion devices in their rings. At each of these facilities research into the
beam induced heat load has been unable to produce an accurate model. This section
will outline the work that has been done at these facilities.
2.2.1 MAX-Wiggler
Results of the beam induced heat load on the MAX-II superconducting wiggler
(MAX-Wiggler) were published in [15]. MAX-II is a 1.5 GeV light source, in Laude
Sweden. Pre-installation calculations estimated a total beam induced heat load of
0.17 W, 0.12 W from synchrotron radiation and 0.05 W from resistive wall heating.
Measurements from the installed device showed a heat load of 0.86 W, 0.26 W from
synchrotron radiation and 0.59 W from resistive wall heating. A full analysis of the
resistive wall heating was done, in an attempt to reduce the resistive wall heat load
a Cu strip 25 mm wide was deposited on the top and bottom of the beam chamber.
The width and thickness of this strip needed was calculated analytically to minimize
the heat load. The authors believe that the installed device has a higher resistivity of
the Cu coating than what was used for the calculations, and this could account for the
discrepancy in resistive wall heating. Misalignment of the upstream photon absorber
6could account for the extra heat load from synchrotron radiation. The wiggler was
designed with more cooling power than the theoretical model predicted, therefore the
device still operates to the required specifications.
2.2.2 Angstroem Source Karlsruhe (ANKA)
A superconducting undulator in use is at Angstroem Source Karlsruhe (ANKA)
in Karlsruhe, Germany. This undulator was installed in March 2005 to evaluate the
possibility of using SCUs in high energy storage rings [16]. The ANKA cryostat is
shown in Figure 2.1.
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Abstract
Both the resistive wall effect and the synchrotron ra-
diation [1, 2, 3] can warm up the cold bore of a super-
conductive in-vacuum undulator. For the in ANKA in-
stalled superconducting undulator measurements showed
that the dominant heat load contribution comes from the
synchrotron radiation generated in the upstream bending
magnet: 1 W per 100 mA stored current at a beam energy
of 2.5 GeV and an undulator gap of 8 mm.
INTRODUCTION
Considering that synchrotron radiation losses increase
linearly with beam current, while resistive wall heating
losses increase quadratically, it is in principle possible to
determine the contribution to the beam heat load from syn-
chrotron radiation and resistive wall losses by measuring
the beam heat load dependence on the beam current. The
experimental results obtained at ANKA are discussed.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The storage ring compatible cryostat is shown in Fig. 1.
The system is cryogen free and is cooled by three Sumit-
omo cryocoolers (RDK-408D @ 50 Hz) [4]: two of them
are cooling the coils to about 4 K and one the UHV tank,
which is at 10 K and provides a thermal protection of the
coils from the outer world. The cryostat consists of two
separated vacuum systems for the cold mass. A UHV vac-
uum system for the beam and an isolation vacuum system
for the coils and the rest of the cold mass. The pressure of
the two vacua are monitored. A 300 µm stainless steel foil
coated with 30 µm of copper is placed between the cold
mass and the beam vacuum. A taper system connects the
normal beam pipe with the cold mass and has two func-
tions: 1) smooth transition for wake fields, 2) thermal tran-
sition between the cold bore at 4 K and the beam pipe at
room temperature. Several temperature sensors are placed
on the different elements: coils, UHV tank, taper entrance,
taper exit, etc. The undulator can be operated at different
gap widths: 16, 12, and 8 mm. The undulator gap can be
opened to 29 mm without current in the coils during injec-
tion.














Figure 1: Schematic layout of the vacuum system of the
superconducting undulator and the position of the temper-
ature sensors.
RESULTS
In order to protect the undulator from the synchrotron ra-
diation emitted by the upstream magnets a collimator sys-
tem is located at about 1 m from the entry point of the un-
dulator. The collimator system consists of four indepen-
dently movable collimators: two horizontal and two verti-
cal. In Fig. 2 is shown the protecting effect of the collima-
tor. When we open the outer one we observe first an in-
craese in temperature of the taper exit and then an increase
in the temperature of the taper entrance. As expected mov-
ing in and out the inner one has no effect on the tapers
temperatures.
Figure 2: Demonstration of the protecting effect of the col-
iimator. The positions of the inner and outer horizontal
collimator, and the temperatures at the taper entrance and
at the taper exit are reported as a function of time.
Fig. 3 shows the temperature at the UHV tank and at
the coils during a routine run over two weeks. Both the
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Figure 2.1. A schematic of the cooling system for the SCU at ANKA.
Three cryocoolers are used instead of cryogenics [9].
This SCU is cryogen free and uses three Sumitomo cryocoolers, two to cool the
coils at 4K and one t keep the UHV tank at 10K [9]. Vacuum sections are used to
th rmally isolate the 4K coils from the 10K UHV tank and room temperature. There
is no beam chamber separating the SCU magnet coils from the beam, so the ANKA
SCU is called an in-vacuum undulator. Its period length is 14 mm and the magnets
can generate a maximum magnetic field of 0.8 T with an 8 mm gap [17]. To vary the
magnetic field, and the K value for the undulator, the poles can have gap widths of
16, 12 and 8 mm, full height. During injection the undulator gap must be 29 mm, full
7height, and have no current in the coils to prevent a quench from beam loss during
injection.
2.2.3 Cold Vacuum Chamber for Diagnostics
Cold Vacuum Chamber for Diagnostics (COLDDIAG) is a cold vacuum chamber
installed in Diamond Light Source to study beam induced heating on cold vacuum
chambers. The cold section of the chamber is 0.5 m long, and cooled by a Sumitomo
RDK-415D cryocooler. The chamber has been fitted with temperature sensors, resid-
ual gas analyzer and a retarding field analyzer [18] to measure the electron cloud.
Results from measurements of beam induced heating are presented in [19–22]. Theo-
retical models showed resistive wall heating as the dominate heat load but, based on
the measurements another source dominates. The measured heat load was an order
of magnitude greater than the theoretical predictions. After a full analysis, they re-
port that the extra heat load is unexplained from any known source, resistive wall,
or electron and ion bombardment; synchrotron radiation heating was not considered.
Work in understanding the heat load is continuing.
2.2.4 International Linear Collider Damping Rings Wigglers
The proposed design for the International Linear Collider (ILC) damping rings
use superconducting wigglers to damp the electron beam emittance. Electron cloud
multipacting can be amplified in positron machines so research has been done to
understand and mitigate heating from electron cloud buildup [4]. Another concern
is radiation heating from radiation produced by the damping wigglers. To mitigate
this heating photon absorbers are placed along the length of the wiggler section; each
photon absorber can absorb more than the 42 W of power incident [23,24].
82.3 Advanced Photon Source Superconducting Undulator
The SCU was designed to increase photon brightness above 25 keV and still allow
APS to operate with the 3 operating bunch timing patterns provided to users.
The SCU design will allow for magnetic fields near 1 T with short 15-20 mm period
lengths, to produce high brightness and high energy photons in the first harmonic of
the undulator. Previously such high fields would require period lengths around 30
mm [25]. Figure 2.2 shows the higher brilliance achievable with such an undulator.
This plot compares the proposed SCU brightness curves with the current generic
undulator curve, UA.
Figure 2.2. Graph of the on-axis brillance curves for an SCU with varying
period lengths [25].
The early stages of research included modeling the SCU, trying to optimize the
brilliance between 20-25 keV with a magnetic gap of 9 mm to allow for the beam
chamber walls [25]. Unlike the undulator installed at ANKA the undulator coils at
9APS will not be in the beam vacuum. APS has a beam chamber that is thermally
isolated from the magnet device.
The cooling for the APS SCU will be done with liquid helium (LHe). The chamber
will nominally be kept at 20K, and thermally isolated from the SCU coils [25]. The
chamber will be cooled by cryocoolers 3 and 4 in Figure 2.3. The cryocoolers can
handle up to 40 W of heating on the chamber at 20 K. These cryocoolers will also
be cooling the 20 K and 60 K radiation shields, while the SCU coils will be cooled
with cryocoolers 1 and 2. This design is based on a superconducting wiggler at the
Budker Institute in Novosibirsk, Russia [1, 25]. SCU0 is 0.340 m long, with a period
length of 16 mm.
APS-U Conceptual D sign Report Chapter 3
3.4.6 Superconducting Undulator
3.4.6.5 Cooling Scheme Concept
As indicated in Table 3.4-4, the heat load on the beam chamber from beam-related effects
could be as high as about 45 W in the case of an injection accident. In order to prevent this heat from
reaching the superconductor, the chamber will be thermally isolated from the superconducting coils and
separately cooled by the two lower cryocoolers shown in Figure 3.4-16. These cryocoolers will hold the
beam hamber at approximately 20 K and will also be us d for cooling two radiation shields to 20 K
and 60 K.
The superconducting coils are cooled by liquid He (LHe) that flows through channels in
the center of the magnetic cores and is gravity driven in a thermosiphon loop. A cryocooler-cooled
recondenser in the LHe tank reliquifies evaporated He, making it a closed system. This and another
cryocooler mounted to the top of the cryostat are also used to cool the current lead assemblies.
Figure 3.4-16. Superconducting undulator cooling scheme concept.
A listing of the heat loads and the temperatures at which the heat loads occur is shown in Table
3.4-5 along with the total cooling capacity of the four cryocoolers.
3 — 23
Figure 2.3. Sc ematic of th cryosystem for e SCU prototype [25].
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2.4 Summary
Superconducting wigglers have been installed in high energy storage rings around
the world. However the processes that heat the devices are not understood well
enough to create reliable models of the beam induced heating. In this thesis heating
from synchrotron radiation will be studied in detail.
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3. INTRODUCTION TO SYNCHROTRON RADIATION
From electromagnetic theory it is known that accelerated charged particles radiate.
Radiation produced by a relativistic particles in a circular accelerator is called syn-
chrotron radiation. This chapter will introduce the physics and mathematics behind
synchrotron radiation and the basics of bending magnet radiation.
3.1 Dipole Radiation
The electric and magnetic fields [26] from a point charge on an arbitrary path can
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rˆ× E(r, t), (3.2)
where r is the vector from the charge to the observer, r is the vector from the origin
to the observer, u = crˆ − v and a is the acceleration. The term proportional to u
is the velocity field, and the second term is the acceleration field. The power from a
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Not all of this power is radiated away from the dipole. Integrating the Poynting
vector over a sphere of radius r yields the radiated power. Any term proportional to
1/r2 will be finite, while terms on the order of 1/r3 and 1/r4 or greater will tend to
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Since the radiated field is perpendicular to r the second term in Equation 3.3 is





If the particle has a small velocity we can simplify the equations by assuming v = 0,
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where θ is the angle between the acceleration vector, aˆ, and observer,rˆ. This model
is a good approximation for particles with v << c, but it is more complicated for
particles with v ' c. The power radiated is the integral over the surface of a sphere
around the source of the Poynting vector.
P =
∮
Srad · da (3.8)
From the Equation 3.8 and using the Doppler effect it is possible to calculate the







(rˆ · u)5 . (3.9)
In a synchrotron accelerator or storage ring, dipole magnets are used to bend the
particles trajectory. These dipoles accelerate the particles in a direction perpendicular
to the velocity. The power produced from relativistic particles (β ' 1) is sharply
peaked in the instantaneous direction of the particle, tangential to the curve in the








[(1− β cos θ)2 − (1− β2) sin2 θ cos2 φ]
(1− β cos θ)5 . (3.10)
Synchrotron radiation is defined by its opening angle. It is seen that synchrotron
radiation has a narrow opening angle diverging from the electron beam trajectory.
The opening angle, θ0, is described by cos θ0 = β. As γ → ∞ θ0 = 1/γ. This is
the vertical and horizontal opening angle of synchrotron radiation. However in dipole
magnets radiation is generated along the entire length of the magnet and a sweep of
radiation is created with a horizontal opening angle equal to the bending angle of the
magnet.
3.2 Dipole Magnet Energy Spectrum
With the effect of a relativistic boost on the angular distribution of synchrotron
radiation quantified, we consider the resultant spectrum of bending magnet radiation.
For this calculation Hofmann’s book was referenced [27].
Figure 3.1. Diagram for calculating the pulse length of a photon pulse in
a long bending magnet. The opening angle of the radiation is 1/γ [27].
Assuming that the particle is traveling on a circular path through a long dipole
magnet as in Figure 3.1, the length of the radiation pulse can be calculated. With
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an opening angle of 1/γ the radiation can first be seen by an observer at an angle
of 1/γ from the perpendicular, A. The last point where radiation is detected by an
observer is another 1/γ from the perpendicular, A’, see Figure 3.1. The length of the
pulse, δt, is the difference between the time it takes the particle to travel from A to
A’ on the circular path from the time it takes a photon to travel straight from A to
A’, Equation 3.11,








where ρ is the radius of the circle. Dipole magnets are usually characterized by their
critical energy, Ec. Half of the total energy radiated is above the critical energy and
half is below it. The critical frequency is 2
δt
and the critical photon energy can be
found from the equation [28],
Ec[keV ] = 0.66503E
2[GeV ]B[T ]. (3.12)
The spectrum of the radiation is the Fourier transform of the pulse shape. The
higher energy the storage ring the shorter the radiation pulse will be and the wider
the frequency spectrum. The dipole radiation spectrum for an APS bending magnet
can be see in Figure 3.2.
3.3 Insertion Devices
Undulators and wigglers are used in 3rd generation light sources to produce high
brightness and high energy photons. The spectrum of each of the radiation sources,
bending magnets, wigglers and undulators is slightly different based on the path of
the electron beam, Figure 3.3. Both wigglers and undulators use alternating dipole
magnets to change the trajectory of the beam in the horizontal plane. The difference
between wigglers and undulators is the strength of that change. This is defined by
the strength parameter, K, equal to:
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Figure 3.2. The dipole spectrum from a main APS bending magnet. APS
has a critical energy of 19 keV.





= 0.934B0(T )λp(cm) (3.13)
where θ is the electron deflection angle, e is the electric charge, B the magnetic field
strength, and λp is the period length. In the next two sections the specifics of each
insertion device will be discussed.
3.3.1 Wigglers
For a wiggler with short poles and only deflection in the x direction the magnetic





Figure 3.3. The opening angle and spectrum from the three radiation
source magnets [29].




The maximum deflection angle θ is the integral over half of one pole. This is defined















where Bρ is the beam rigidity and ρ is the bending radius. The strength parameter
K is given by Equation 3.13. For wiggler magnets K  1. This is because the mag-
netic fields are strong in wiggler magnets. The strong magnetic field creates a large
deflection in the transverse direction such that transverse motion is also relativistic.
Because of this the radiation spectrum is broader than 1/γ but the photon energy is
peaked in the axis of the magnet since that is the direction of the strongest bend. Off
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axis the radiation is softer since it was generated at a point where the field is lower.




















The critical energy at a set deflection angle ψ is important when more than one
experimental station is using the radiation from one wiggler magnet and all stations
want hard radiation from the wiggler axis. To increase the deflection angle of hard
radiation the pole can be lengthened to flatten the sinusoidal field crest.
3.3.2 Undulators
Wiggler magnets focus on producing hard x-rays and high intensity, while un-
dulators are used to produce radiation with better photon beam quality and high
photon brightness. Undulator insertion devices have a strength parameter, K  1
because the magnetic field of the poles is less than that of the wiggler magnet. The
smaller fields only weakly deflect the electron beam to angles less than ±1/γ, there-
fore the transverse motion is non-relativistic. The wavelength of the emitted radiation
is given by the Lorentz contracted period length given by λ∗γ = λp/γ. For infinite
undulators the radiation will be monochromatic however for finite undulators used in
light sources the radiation is quasi-monochromatic with a band width of 1/Np, where
Np is the number of poles in the undulator. In the laboratory frame the radiation
is Doppler shifted. This radiation is still quasi-monochromatic with the fundamental





Figure 3.4. Distortion of a sine wave by transverse relativistic motion [28].
If the strength parameter is increased by increasing the magnet field such that
K ∼ 1, the transverse motion becomes relativistic. This distorts the sinusoidal mo-
tion through Lorentz contraction of the longitudinal coordinate, Figure 3.4. This per-
turbation shows the odd harmonics of the fundamental frequency calculated in Equa-
tion 3.18. The radiation produced off axis has a larger fundamental frequency because
it is not as strongly Doppler shifted. The fundamental frequency at an angle, θ, is







K2 + γ2θ2). (3.19)









K2 + γ2θ2) (3.20)
and the critical energy is described by:







If the magnetic field strength is increased more harmonics are visible and the on-axis
spectrum begins to resemble that of the wiggler magnet, Figure 3.5. The spectral







This equation shows that the more poles in an undulator the smaller the spectral
width of the photon beam.
21.1 Radiation Sources 761
angle which accounts for the 12K
2-term. Of course, observation of the radiation
at a finite angle ϑobs generates an additional red-shift expressed by the term
γ2ϑ2obs.
In more practical units, the undulator wavelengths for the kth harmonic










) (1 + 12 K2 + γ2ϑ2obs) (21.15)
and the corresponding photon energies are







1 + 12 K
2 + γ2ϑ2obs
) . (21.16)
Re oll cting the discussion of un ulator radiation, we found that the first
harmonic or fundamental radiation is the only radiation emitted for K ! 1.
As the undulator parameter increases, however, the oscillatory motion of
the particle in the undulator deviates from a pure sinusoidal oscillation. For
K > 1 the transverse motion becomes relativistic, causing a deformation of
the sinusoidal motion and the creation of higher harmonics. These harmon-
ics appear at integral multiples of the fundamental radiation energy. Only
odd harmonics are emitted along the axis (ϑ ≈ 0) while even harmonics are
emitted into a small angle from the axis. As the undulator strength is fur-
ther increased more and more harmonics appear, each of them having a finite
width due to the finite number of undulator periods, and finally merging
into the well-known broad spectrum of bending or wiggler magnet radiation
(Fig. 21.9).
Fig. 21.9. Transition from quasi-monochromatic undulator radiation to broadband
wiggler radiation
We find no fundamental difference between undulator and wiggler mag-
nets, one being just a stronger version of the other. From a practical point of
view, the radiation characteristics are very different and users of synchrotron
radiation make use of this difference to optimize their experimental capabili-
ties. In Chap. 23 we will discuss the features of undulator radiation in much
more detail.
Figure 3.5. Radiation spectrum of an undulator magnet as the strength




Synrad3D was used to compare an analytical model with measurements of radiation
heating. Discussed in this Chapter will be the physics of Synrad3D including photon
generation, an overview of diffuse scattering and how to use Synrad3D.
Synrad3D [30] is a Monte Carlo photon tracking code, using the Better Methodical
Accelerator Design (BMAD) [31] library to model the accelerator lattice. The photon
scattering model used in the code has developed over the last three years to include
diffuse scattering off technical surfaces. All reflections are assumed to be elastic, no
loss in energy. The simulation does not include fluorescence or Compton scattering.
This chapter will describe the physics included in Synrad3D.
4.1 Photon Generation
The program simulates the trajectory of N macro-photons. Macro-photons are
generated based on synchrotron radiation integrals. Polarization of the photons is
ignored. Synchrotron radiation integrals are a set of integrals that are commonly
used in calculations of synchrotron parameters such as betatron oscillation, beam
energy spread and horizontal emittance. Equation 4.1 is used to calculate the average










= 1.4399644 ∗ 10−9meters-eV (4.2)





The variable g is defined by 1/ρ where ρ is the bending radius of the magnet and γ0
is the relativistic factor. The integral is taken along the path of the electron, around
the accelerator ring. Therefore I0 is only non-zero in sections of the ring that bend
the path of the electron beam. This includes dipole magnets and off-axis beam in
quadrupole magnets. A beam off-axis in a quadrupole magnet ‘sees’ a dipole field
and produces synchrotron radiation.
Macro-photons are generated at longitudinal positions specified in the input file
in the regions where I0 is non-zero. The number of photons generated is weighted by
the probability of a photon emission, defined by the local orbit and total number of
generated macro-photons. Each macro-photon’s initial angle is randomly generated
using a probability function based on the standard angular spectrum of photons

















where ω is the photon wavelength and ωc is the critical wavelength of the radiation
produced in the bending magnet. According to this equation radiation with shorter
wavelengths has a small opening angle, while radiation with a longer wavelength can
have a large opening angle.
4.2 Photon Reflections
Including photon scattering the photon distribution on the chamber wall changes.
Physics of the photon reflectivity was explored to determine the final photon positions.
Synrad3D uses data from the Berkeley Center for X-Ray Optics [32] to determine
the probability of reflection of each macro-photon as a function of photon energy and
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grazing angle. Figure 4.1 is an example of a reflectivity curve for aluminum with a



























Figure 4.1. Example of photon reflectivity for an Aluminum substrate
with a 10 nm copper layer. Taken from the Berkeley Center for X-ray
Optics.
The addition of diffuse scattering in Synrad3D was prompted from research into
the surface roughness of the vacuum chamber wall. Initially the code assumed 2
nm rms surface roughness which indicates a negligible amount of diffuse scatter-
ing, Figure 4.2. However measurements of the APS beam chamber roughness showed
a surface roughness of 139 nm for a polished chamber, and 1180 nm for an non-
polished beam chamber [33]. The implementation of diffuse scattering is discussed
in subsection 4.2.2.
4.2.1 Specular Scattering
For very smooth surfaces the photons can be assumed to specularly reflect off the
beam chamber. The probability of an incident photon being reflected is dependent
on the photon energy, incident angle and material it is scattering from. The Berkeley
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Figure 4.2. The probability a photon specularly reflects off the chamber
surface, assuming a surface roughness of 200 nm rms.
database provides the flexibility to vary the substrate material and roughness as well
as the roughness and thickness of a top layer. The first version of Synrad3D assumed
a 8 nm layer of Al2O3 forms on the surface of the aluminum beam chamber with a
roughness of 2 nm rms [30]. After a comparison to reflectivity measurements made
at DAΦNE [13] the surface material was updated to a 10 nm Carbon layer on the
Aluminum substrate [34].
4.2.2 Diffuse Scattering
Diffuse scattering dominates when σ/λ >> 1, where σ is the rms surface roughness
of the beam chamber and λ is the photon wavelength. At APS the beam chamber
rms roughness has been measured as 139 nm for a polished chamber and 1180 nm
for an unpolished chamber, which is much greater than the critical wavelength of
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photons emitted from the bending magnet, 0.0653 nm. Details of the measurement
are described in section 5.5.
4.3 Beam Steering in Synrad3D
To compare simulations with the analytical model developed in chapter 6, simu-
lations of an off-axis electron beam in Synrad3D were needed. The steering magnet
field for set orbit bumps in the main bending magnet was calculated using the particle
accelerator simulation code, Tao [35]. To calculate the corrector strengths Tao mini-





This chapter will describe the magnetic lattice of the Advanced Photon Source accel-
erator, as well as describe the assumptions made in the radiation heating model and
simulations.
5.1 Accelerator Parameters
The SCU studied was installed the Advanced Photon Source in December 2012
and commissioned in January 2013. The parameters for the accelerator are given in
Table 5.1.
Table 5.1
Parameters for the Advanced Photon Source.
Parameter Value
Electron Beam energy 7 GeV
Nominal Beam Current 100 mA
Ring Circumference 1104 m
Revolution frequency 271.554 kHz
Revolution time 3.682 µsec
Number of sectors 40
The order of magnets in a particle accelerators are called the lattice. The lattice
design of storage rings use a periodic structure. APS has a periodicity of 40. Each
repeated section is known as a sector and therefore APS has 40 sectors. Most of the
sector, 21.6 m, is composed of electromagnets to focus, steer and bend the electron
beam, Figure 5.1. Two large bending magnets, and two small bending magnets
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are sources of the synchrotron radiation heating of the SCU. In [36] Glenn Decker
proposed using two horizontal correctors in each sector to keep the radiation from the
large bending magnets from contaminating the X-ray Beam Position Monitor (BPM)
signal. These two corrector magnets, labeled AH1 and BH1, are no longer used for
horizontal corrections of the beam path. The modification, named after him, is is
known as the ‘Decker Distortion’. Each sector ends in a straight section, 5.78 m long,
where ID’s, such as the SCU, are installed.
5.2 Sector layout
The straight section which contains the SCU begins 4.842 m after the end of the
bending magnet (BM); the full length of the straight section is 5.78 m. In the first
half of the sector contains a hybrid permanent magnet undulator and the SCU in the
downstream end.
The second bending magnet in the sector, BM, creates radiation that can directly
heat the SCU, shown schematically in Figure 5.2. Therefore unless otherwise stated,
all the calculations presented in this thesis will focus on the radiation from BM to
the end of the SCU. The first part of this section will describe the general layout
of the area of interest, then will describe the chamber shapes, and how they were
modeled for simulations. The section will end with a timeline of design changes to be
referenced in later chapters.
SCU0 was installed in the last 2 m of the sector 6 straight section, approximately
10 m from the end of BM. To shield the SCU chamber from direct radiation from BM
a photon absorber is placed approximately 30 cm before the entrance to the SCU.
With the tip 17 cm from the chamber center, this creates 1.43 mm clearance between
the radiation fan and the end of the chamber, as shown in Figure 6.1. The photon
























































Figure 5.2. Horizontal radiation fan from the second bending magnet, and
Decker Distortion. Shown is radiation from an on-axis electron beam.
5.3 Hard edge model approximation
The APS main dipole field has a magnetic core length of 3.0 m and an effective
magnetic length of 3.0547 m, shown in Figure 5.3. But the calculations and sim-
ulations done for this thesis assume hard edge magnetic model, which means that
the magnetic field is assumed to be constant along the length of the core, and does
not include the fringe field. This is a conservative assumption, because the radiation
incident on the SCU is generated in the fringe field. Photons generated in the fringe
field would have a lower energy spectrum, decreasing the absorbed power.
5.4 SCU Chamber Ellipse
The SCU chamber has a vertical aperture of 7.2 mm and a horizontal aperture of
53 mm. The top and bottom of the chamber is an oval with major and minor axis
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Figure 5.3. Hall probe measurement of the magnetic field of the main
dipole magnet. The core length of the magnet is 3 m, and the effective
magnetic length is 3.0547 m [39].
of 53 mm and 7.2 mm, respectively. The sides of the oval were modeled as straight
lines. The lines angle from the center of the chamber at the maximum aperture out




Figure 5.4. Modeled cross section of the SCU ellipse chamber
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5.5 Surface Roughness Calculation
Two samples were taken from sections of extruded aluminum APS beam chamber.
The first, an as-received sample, Tabor Metals in 2001, was extruded from Aluminum
6063-T5. The polished sample, made by Cardinal Aluminum in 2011, was extruded
from Aluminum 6063-T5. The sample was polished using an abrasive flow process [40].
Table 5.2
Sample Surface Parameters
Sample RMS Correlation length
As-received 1180 nm 3.8µm
Polished 139 nm 2.4µm
The surface roughness of both samples were measured by the Metrology group
at APS, using a MicroXAM surface profiler with an objective lens with 20X mag-
nification [41] the results are in Table 5.2. The RMS roughness is calculated as the
root-mean-squared average of the chamber profile. The correlation length is calcu-









where rk is the autocorrelation coefficient, x is the measured surface height, N is the
number of data points and k is the offset. This equation compares the height of the
surface with itself offset by some value dx, represented by k.
The results of this measurement were used in the photon scattering simulations




The power incident on the SCU0 beam chamber from primary photons can be calcu-
lated through ray tracings and analytically. Ray tracings are 2D projections of the
dipole radiation fan on the 3D vacuum system layout. Ray tracings do not include the
vertical distribution of the dipole radiation. So analytical calculations were performed
to include the vertical distribution of photons. Ray tracings were used to benchmark
the steering model when the electron beam is off-axis through the upstream dipole
magnet.
This chapter describes the steps taken to create a full analytical model. For the
analytical calculation we make the conservative assumption that all photons incident
on the beam chamber are absorbed.
6.1 Ray Tracings
Traditionally ray tracings are used to confirm that accelerator components other
than photon absorbers are protected from in-plane radiation, because ray tracings
assume the synchrotron radiation has a horizontal opening angle equal to the bending
radius of the magnet, and no vertical distribution. The SCU photon absorber is
designed so that no direct radiation is incident on the SCU chamber for an on-axis
electron beam. The initial analytical model compared the radiation clearance at the
end of the SCU to a ray tracing from Mark Jaski of APS [42]. The clearance is the
distance between the radiation fan and horizontal edge of the beam chamber, shown



















Figure 6.1. Ray Tracing of the BM radiation. The radiation clearance is
shown as the red line in the highlighted section.
Table 6.1
Clearance calculation. The clearance is marked by the red line in Fig-
ure 6.1.
Calculation Method Clearance
Ray Tracing 1.42 mm [43]
Analytical Model 1.43 mm
6.2 Benchmarking Steering Model
Generally ray tracings assume an ideal machine and beam trajectory, however
they can be used to calculate the radiation fan for a source that is off-axis. These
ray tracing results were used to benchmark the horizontal steering model used in
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the analytical calculation of radiation heating. The trajectory of the electron beam
through the upstream dipole magnet is defined by two parameters, the beam offset
and angle, referenced to the dipole exit. For a range of horizontal steering values
direct dipole radiation heat load on the SCU chamber can be calculated. For all other
steering values it is assumed there is zero heat load, since the SCU photon absorber
shields the chamber from direct radiation. For comparison with ray tracings the
heat load from incident radiation is calculated as the fractional power of synchrotron
radiation that is intercepted by the beam chamber, Equation 6.1,






where β is the angle of radiation subtended by the SCU chamber, θdipole, defined
in Table 6.2, is the bending angle of the dipole and Pdipole is the total power produced
by the dipole magnet given by
Pdipole[kW ] = 14.07928L[m]E
4[GeV ]I[A]ρ−2[m]. (6.2)
The variables are described in Table 6.2, with the values for the APS main bending
magnet which produces 6.6 kW of power per 100 mA of beam current.
Table 6.2
Variables for synchrotron radiation power calculation
Variable Description Value
L Length of magnet 3.0 m
E Beam energy 7 GeV
I Total current 100 mA
ρ Bending radius 39 m
θdipole Angle of the dipole 77.5 mrad
As the beam position through the bending magnet changes the radiation source
point also changes. The source point is the position along the curved trajectory of
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the beam in the bending magnet, in which the radiation produced just passes the





Where S is the source point, and α is the angle of radiation that passes the SCU photon
absorber. The value of α is dependent on the source point so to get an accurate value
for the source point Equation 6.3 is solved iteratively until convergence. Using the
correct value for the source point is important because it changes the opening angle
of the radiation fan incident on the SCU chamber wall, and the heat load calculated
from the analytical model.
Results from the heat load calculation are shown in Figure 6.2. The horizontal
angle (±4.62 mrad) and offset (±13 mm) ranges were modeled. Due to the wide
horizontal aperture of the beam chamber, only for steerings exceeding -5 mm there
is a concern about radiation heating with the SCU photon absorber is 18 mm from
beam chamber center. The power on the outside edge ranges from 0.3 W to 22.8 W,
increasing for the larger negative offsets. For positive offsets the photon absorber
shields the beam chamber. If we define the horizontal steering limit to be when the
radiation fan begins to intercept the outside edge of the beam chamber the analytical
model agrees with the ray tracings. The steering limit defined by ray tracings is
shown as the red dashed line in Figure 6.2. Calculations were done using Layout 3
described in subsection A.2.3.
6.3 Vertical radiation distribution
The vertical distribution of synchrotron radiation was added to the analytical
model. The dipole radiation opening angle is described by Equation 4.4.








































Figure 6.2. Calculated heat load for a horizontally off-axis electron beam
in the upstream dipole. Contours indicate analytical calculation of syn-
chrotron radiation power in Watts, while red dotted line indicates steering
limit calculated using ray tracings. Power is shown in Watts. The SCU


















; X = γψ. (6.4)
Pdipole is the total power produced by the dipole magnet, from Equation 6.2. The
ratio, α/θdipole, calculates the fractional power that passes the SCU photon absorber.
The part in parentheses describes the vertical distribution of synchrotron radiation
power produced in a dipole.
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The vertical angle between the source point and top of the chamber is defined as
ψ. The power incident on the SCU chamber wall was calculated by integrating Equa-
tion 6.4 from ψ1 to ψ2, where ψ1 is the angle between the source point and the top
of the downstream end of the SCU chamber, and ψ2 is the angle between the source
point and upstream end of the SCU chamber, see Figure 6.3.
Figure 6.3. Schematic showing the chamber cross-sections in the long
straight drift section along the x = 0 plane. Here the blue line depicts the
limit of the vertical radiation fan that just intercepts the top of the SCU
chamber at the upstream end of the cryomodule and the red line depicts
the fan that just intercepts the top of the chamber at the downstream
end.
To speed up the computation the integral was computed analytically from ψ to
infinity. This gives Equation 6.5, the fractional power incident on the SCU chamber














































This speeds up the computation time because the program is no longer doing the
integration for each set of ψ1,2.
For example, from layout 1 in subsection A.2.1, the vertical angles ψ1 = 4.67/γ and
ψ2 = 3.32/γ were calculated at y1=2.75 mm (x1 = 18.65 mm) and y2=2.46 mm (x2 =
25.0 mm). Using Equation 6.6 the radiation that passes the photon absorber and is
intercepted and absorbed on the walls is, P = 6650 W × 0.025× (0.00391− 0.00108),
or 0.426 W per 100 mA stored electron beam current.
As discussed in section 5.4, the SCU chamber is an oval and not rectangular. By
calculating the absorbed power using the minimum vertical apertures the estimated
power on the SCU is over-estimated, which is conservative. Repeating the same
calculation using the vertical apertures on the inside edge of radiation, the power
absorbed on the SCU is underestimated, reducing the power to 0.136 W from the
0.426 W calculated before. To calculation is numerically integrated over the oval
chamber to get a better model of radiation heating. The horizontal coordinate, x,
was divided into N sections with ψ, the vertical opening angle, calculated for each x.
After the integration along x the radiation power on the SCU is 0.238 W.
The steering model was then added to this calculation, to be able to more accu-
rately estimate the radiation heat load from an off-axis electron beam.
6.3.1 Horizontal Steering
When the radiation fan vertical distribution is added to the horizontal steering
model described in section 6.2 there is no longer a defined line when radiation is
incident on the chamber walls. Figure 6.4 is a contour plot of the heat load on the
beam chamber when the electron beam is off-axis in the upstream bending magnet.
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The values were calculated using Layout 4 described in subsection A.2.4. The contour
plot shows that large negative offsets through the dipole magnet produce the most
power incident on the SCU0 beam chamber. The maximum heat load values are lower
than those calculated in section 6.2 because the design of the SCU photon absorber
is 17 mm from the beam chamber center, in Figure 6.4. By making this 1 mm change









































Radiation power plot for the installed SCU0 (Dec 2012)










Figure 6.4. Analytical calculation of radiation power incident on the SCU0
beam chamber for a beam horizontally offset in the upstream bending
magnet. Power is shown in Watts. The SCU photon absorber is 17 mm
from the chamber center. (y = y′ = 0)
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Studies were done Fall 2011 to determine the greatest possible horizontal steering
through 6BM, using a one sector orbit bump. These studies showed that the maximum
beam offset ranged from 1.4 mm to -2.7 mm and the maximum angle was 0.3 mrad to
-0.72 mrad. This horizontal steering does not exceed that which shields the cryostat
from on axis radiation.
6.3.2 Vertical steering
The calculation described in section 6.3 assumes the heat load is symmetric on the
top and bottom of the beam chamber. That symmetry is broken when the radiation
fan is no longer centered at y = 0 which occurs when the electron beam is steered
vertically through the upstream bending magnet. To account for this change the









where Ptop and Pbottom are calculated from Equation 6.6 using ψ1 and ψ2 as defined
as the angle to the top or bottom of the chamber.
Figure 6.5 is a contour plot of the the heat load on the SCU for beam steered
vertically off-axis in the upstream bending magnet. Because of the smaller vertical
aperture, less steering provides a greater heat load than in the horizontal direction.
The incident power can reach over 100 W of power for relativity small vertical angles
in the dipole.
The heat load ‘cut-off’ at y = ±4 mm is because of the small chamber aperture,
both the chamber for the upstream undulator and SCU. The upstream HPM has a
vertical aperture comparable to that of the SCU0. This acts as a shield to the top
and bottom of the SCU0 chamber. Second, the SCU0 chamber has a vertical half
aperture of 3.6 mm. Photons produced above that position will be absorbed in the
taper upstream of the SCU0 chamber.
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Steering the beam vertically, it is possible to put over 100 W of radiation power
on the SCU chamber during machine studies. However when the SCU is operating
beam position limiting detectors (BPLD) are activated, which limit the electron beam
position in the dipole. The allowed steering limits are shown in the box in Figure 6.5.












































































Figure 6.5. Power incident on the SCU0 cryostat for a beam that is off-
axis vertically through the upstream bending magnet. Power is shown in
Watts. The SCU photon absorber is 17 mm from the chamber center. (x
= x′ = 0)
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6.4 BH1 Corrector Heat Load
The same calculation was applied to the Decker distortion [36], small bending
magnet, to determine steering limits of the electron beam through this magnet. The
total power produced by this magnet is calculated from Equation 6.2. Using the
values in Table 6.3 the total power is 21.1 W per 100 mA. The photon absorber does
not intercept any of the radiation from the corrector.
Table 6.3
Variables for synchrotron radiation power calculation for the small bend-
ing magnet used in the Decker distortion.
Variable Description Value
L Length of magnet 0.16 m
ρ Bending radius 160 m
θdipole Angle of the dipole 1 mrad
Because the critical energy of the mini-bend is two orders of magnitude lower
than that of the main bend its contribution to the total heat load is less, and steering
the beam off axis through BH1 has little effect on the total power absorbed. Large
angle and offsets, or a combination there of, are needed to increase the heat load, as
illustrated in Figure 6.6.
When the SCU0 is operating the BPLD’s are armed which controls the beam
position. Although no studies were done to determine the limits of the electron beam
orbit through this small dipole the orbit is constrained because it is closer to the ID’s.
6.5 Summary
The basic heating model and steering model were benchmarked on well under-
stood ray tracings. This helped define important parameters that were included in

























































































Figure 6.6. Analytical calculations of the radiation heating on the SCU
chamber from an off-axis beam in the small dipole, BH1. Calculated using
Layout 4, subsection A.2.4. Power in Watts.
shown that an electron beam off-axis in the upstream dipole can produce more radi-
ation heating on the SCU chamber wall than it is designed to take. Precautions were
taken to mitigate radiation heating by limiting the beam steering during operations.
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Because vertical steering has the ability to create more heating, comparison studies
will only focus on the vertical steering model. Radiation heat loads from the small
BH1 dipole are reasonable. Large heating values from this magnet require large




Synrad3D models the effects of photon scattering on the distribution of radiation
heating. The program was used to benchmark the vertical steering model described
in subsection 6.3.2, and simulate the distribution of heating from reflected photons.
This chapter outlines the method used to calculate the radiation heating from the
simulation results, and show the comparison with the analytical calculation for an
off-axis electron beam. With the addition of scattering the importance of diffuse vs.
specular scattering will be shown and the effect that it has on the photon distribution.
7.1 Analysis of simulation results
As a Monte Carlo program, Synrad3D models N macro-photons as they travel
through the vacuum chamber. Details on the physics implemented in the program
were given in chapter 4.
By varying the input parameters specific sections of radiation production and
absorption could be studied. This was used to study the heat load from the main
bending magnet only, when comparing results with the analytical model. Similarly
only macro-photons absorbed in the SCU, or region of interest were included in the
output file. By creating active filters within the simulation it was possible to increase
the statistics for areas that were shielded by a photon absorber or upstream chamber.
The output of Synrad3D contains a matrix with data for each macro-photon sim-
ulated. This included photon index number, energy, start and end positions and
direction. If scattering was included in the simulation, additional data was included
in the output file. This included the scattering location(s), incidence angle and prob-
ability for reflection. This section outlines the analysis of the data and describes how
the macro-photon data was used to calculate relevant information.
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7.1.1 Power Calculation
The relationship between the energy of absorbed macro-photons and the syn-
chrotron radiation heat load P is given by
P [W ] = ETOT × F × I, (7.1)
where ETOT is the sum of macro-photon energy absorbed, and I is the beam current
in Amps. F is defined by ℵ/Nsim, ℵ (given in Equation 4.1) is the average number
of photons emitted by a particle in one turn and Nsim is the number of simulated
photons. The value F is given as an output from Synrad3D, to include all photons
generated, not just the ones written to the output file. Equation 7.1 was also used to
calculate the power per unit length by dividing by the length of the chamber where
photons were absorbed, L:
PL = P/L. (7.2)
7.1.2 Incident angle Calculation
To study the effects of photon reflectivity the incidence angle was analyzed. Each
macro-photon’s incidence angle relative to the surface normal θ⊥ was included in the
output file. The grazing angle, θg, is the difference between the perpendicular angle,
θ⊥, and pi/2,
θg = pi/2− θ⊥. (7.3)
7.1.3 Flux Calculation
To compare simulation results with calculations on other machines the energy
spectrum is presented as the energy flux of photons hitting a defined section of
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the beam chamber. Flux is presented in two ways, the photons/sec and the pho-
tons/sec/0.1% bandwidth, both calculations are described here.
Simulation results provide the number of photons incident on the beam chamber
for one revolution of the electron beam. To plot the full spectrum use the equation:
Flux = Ni ∗ F/t (7.4)
where Ni is the number of macro-photons in energy range dE, and t is the time it
takes for an electron to do one revolution, 3.69 µsec at APS. For the results shown in
this thesis dE is 50 eV, chosen to be large enough to reduce statistical fluctuations
in the simulation results.
Similarly, to calculate the photon flux in photons/sec/0.1% bandwidth






where B is the bandwidth, 0.1% and E is the photon energy.
7.2 Benchmark no reflection case
Synrad3D was used to benchmark the analytical model described in chapter 6,
which assumes no photon reflections. The chamber geometry assumed in these sim-
ulations was Layout 1, described in subsection A.2.1. The SCU chamber has been
divided into four sections outlined in Figure 7.1. Sections 1 and 4 have a tempera-
ture gradient from room temperature to 20K, and is the shape of the SCU chamber
aperture is oval. Section 2 is the step from the SCU oval to SCU ellipse and, section
3 is kept at 20K and is the shape of the SCU ellipse.
Simulations were compared with the analytical results for an un-steered beam.
This comparison is shown in Table 7.1 for the total power from both the main dipole
magnet and mini-bend, BH1. As can be seen in Table 7.1. The results of the analytical
model are in good agreement with Synrad3D, in the total heat load, and the heating
on each section separately.
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Table 7.1
Calculated Heat Load on the SCU0 chamber from Primary Photon Radi-
ation, see Figure 7.1 for section definitions
Section of the Cryostat Simulation Analytical Calcula-
tion
S1 0.0063 W 0.0066 W
S2 0.058 W 0.058 W
S3 0.185 W 0.174 W
S4 7.55× 10−5 W 8.28× 10−5 W





Figure 7.1. Section definition for the heat load in each part of the SCU
cryostat, for Tables 7.1 and 7.2. Lengths are in mm.
7.2.1 Introduction of a mask in ID6
The step from the SCU oval to the SCU ellipse in the cryostat increases the power
on section 2 of the beam chamber in the cryostat. The heat load on this one section
accounts for approximately 24% of the total direct radiation heating, on a 1 mm
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section. To decrease the heating on the taper in the SCU cryostat, a mask was added
to the upstream end of section 1. This mask has the same shape as the SCU ellipse, is
1.3 mm in length and is 22.1 cm from the step in the SCU cryostat. The addition of
the mask is effective in decreasing the heat load on section 2 by 75%. The power as a
function of horizontal position on the step, with and without the mask, are compared
in Figure 7.2.
Table 7.2 compares the heat load from primary photons on each section of the SCU
cryostat with the mask. Comparing those with the heat load without the mask, Ta-
ble 7.1, it can be seen that the mask is effective in shielding the step in the cryostat
(S2) from direct radiation.
Table 7.2
Calculated Heat Load on the SCU0 chamber from Primary Photon Radi-
ation with the mask, see Figure 7.1 for section definitions.
Section of the Cryostat Simulation Analytical Calcula-
tion
S1 4.96× 10−5 W 5.17× 10−5 W
S2 0.016 W 0.012 W
S3 0.185 W 0.174 W
S4 7.64× 10−5 W 8.28× 10−5 W
Total 0.201 W 0.186 W
From the total power, the power density on a small area, dA, was calculated.
Without the mask this area, dA, is the full vertical height of the step, and some
small dx horizontally. When the calculation is repeated with the mask, the radiation
is no longer absorbed along the full vertical height of the step; this decreases dA.
7.3(a) is a plot of the peak power density and an estimate of the rate of change in
the temperature. The peak power density on the step is the same with and without
the mask but the area is smaller by about 90%. From the power density a simple
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Power as a function of x, on the step in the cryostat










Figure 7.2. Power absorbed on section 2 in the cryostat. This plot com-
pares the power with and without the mask shielding section 2. The heat
load between x = 0 and 3.5mm is generated from the mini-bend, the power
at x > 3.5mm is from the main bend.
estimation was made of the change in temperature on the small taper. Assuming a









where Pd is the power density in W/mm3, ρ is the density of the aluminum chamber,
2.7 g/cm3 [46] and Cp is the specific heat of aluminum, 8.85 J/kgK at 20 K and
953.9 J/kgK at 300 K [47], shown in 7.3(b).
The final chamber design installed in the ring had the step removed to avoid the
large radiation heat load . So none of these calculations were tested against measured
heat loads. They were used to benchmark the analytical model.
7.3 Effect of Steering
To validate the analytical steering model Tao, a program for modeling accelerator
optics, was used to create a vertical offset and angle of the electron beam through
the dipole. Shown in this analysis is only the radiation produced in the bending
magnet, to benchmark the results from the analytical model. If the full sector steering
was modeled we would have to include the heat load from an off-axis beam in a
quadrupole magnet in the analytical model. However the radiation heating from off-
axis quadrupole fields are small compared the main bending magnet, so they can be
considered a small contribution, in the measured data.
For our comparison only vertical orbit bumps were used because they produce
more heating on the beam chamber than comparable horizontal orbits.
7.3.1 Vertical angle
By varying the corrector strengths we can define a known electron beam steer-
ing through the dipole magnet, considering only a vertical angle we can compare
the results with the analytical model. For large vertical angles through the dipole
magnet the steering couples into the horizontal axis, this error must be included in
the analytical model when calculating the heat load. The coupling comes from the
beam being off-set in the sextuple magnets upstream and downstream of the main
dipole. Figure 7.4 compares the two models with good agreement. The Synrad3D
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Peak Power Density on the step in the Cryostat
(a) Peak Power Density







Temperature change on the step in the cryostat


















Figure 7.3. Plots of the peak power density and initial rate of temperature
change on the step in the SCU cryostat. The integrated temperature will
give the actual temperature rise (not shown).
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simulations estimate a slightly higher heat load between 0.3 mrad and 0.35 mrad, but
the total heat loads are less than 10% apart.






















Figure 7.4. Comparison of two radiation heat load models, from an elec-
tron beam with a vertical angle through the upstream dipole magnet. The
simulations were done with Synrad3D, and the calculations were done us-
ing the analytical model described in chapter 6.
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7.3.2 Vertical offset
A similar set of simulations was run to study the radiation heating as a function
of vertical offset through the bending magnet. Results from this comparison is shown
in Figure 7.5. Included in these results is the x-y coupling of the beam position.



















Figure 7.5. Comparison of two radiation heat load models, from an elec-
tron beam with a vertical offset through the upstream dipole magnet. The
simulations were done with Synrad3D, and the calculations were done us-
ing the analytical model described in chapter 6.
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Once again there is a good agreement between the Synrad3D results and the
analytical model. Based on these results we assume the full radiation heating map
in Figure 6.5 is an accurate model of radiation heating when no scattering is assumed.
7.4 Benchmarking Diffuse Scattering
The photon scattering model has been updated over the years to better model
a realistic photon scattering distribution. Before the diffuse scattering model was
included in Synrad3D, simulation results were used to model electron cloud growth in
ECLOUD. These models were compared to measurements of electron cloud growth in
the Cornell Electron Storage Ring Test Accelerator (CesrTA). This study investigates
the dependence of electron cloud buildup on the azimuthal position of photoelectron
production on the vacuum chamber wall.
CesrTA is an electron/positron storage ring light source at Cornell University.
It is also used as a test accelerator for the ILC damping ring design; accelerator
parameters are shown in Table 7.3.
Table 7.3
Parameters of the CESR Damping Ring Test Accelerator (CesrTA)
Parameter Value
Circumference 768 m
Beam energy Variable from 2.1 GeV to 5.3 GeV
Revolution period 2.56 µs
This section will compare simulation results to measured electron cloud growth
and discuss the results. The end of the section will present a basic diffuse scattering
model. Results showed that the specular scattering model was incomplete and diffuse
scattering was needed to account for the electron cloud growth measured.
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7.4.1 Method
This work utilizes two simulation codes Synrad3D [30] and ECLOUD [48] to model
the results from shielded pick-ups (SPU) [49, 50] a free electron detector placed in a
drift section of the CesrTA ring. Comparing the simulation to data will allow us to
study the effects of the beam chamber design on the photon distribution around the
perimeter of the chamber, and how that changes the photoelectron signal in the SPU.
Synrad3D was used to simulate the photon scattering and absorption assuming two
different chamber wall shapes. The flux of photons around the perimeter of the ring
is input into ECLOUD [48] to simulate the dynamics of the electron cloud buildup.
The primary and secondary photons are assumed to produce photoelectrons with a
quantum efficiency of 30%.
Time resolved SPU studies at CesrTA use witness bunches to measure electron
cloud dynamics. Witness bunch measurements use two positron bunches, the first
starts the electron cloud growth and the second interacts with the electron cloud
to be measured by the SPU. Using different bunch spacings the dynamics of the
cloud can be studied. The SPU data shown in Figure 7.7 and Figure 7.10 use this
measurement technique. Measurement focused on radiation distribution and electron
cloud growth from a 5.3 GeV positron beam.
7.4.2 Smooth Wall Results
Initially Synrad3D simulations were done using a simplistic wall file approximating
the CesrTA chamber wall as an ellipse with major and minor axes of 45 mm and
25 mm, respectively. The photon flux around the perimeter of the chamber as a
function of angle, φ is shown in Figure 7.8. The bottom of the chamber is defined
by the angles pi to 2pi. From Figure 7.6, a photon flux of 0.02 photons/m/beam
particle/radian was absorbed on the bottom of the chamber surface.
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Figure 7.6. Photon flux around the perimeter of the chamber walls, as-
suming a simple ellipse as the chamber shape.
Figure 7.7 compares the simulation results with the measurement. When the wall
is assumed to be a simple ellipse the measurements agree with the simulation results
from Synrad3D and ECLOUD.
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-   16 ns spacing (measurement)
+ 16 ns spacing (simulation)
-   28 ns spacing (measurement)
+  28 ns spacing (simulation)
-   44 ns spacing (measurement)
+ 44 ns spacing (simulation)
-   56 ns spacing (measurement)
+  56 ns spacing (simulation)
-   72 ns spacing (measurement)
+ 72 ns spacing (simulation)
-   84 ns spacing (measurement)
+  84 ns spacing (simulation)
Figure 7.7. Shielded pickup measurements compared to Synrad3D and
ECLOUD simulation results, for different spacings of the leading and wit-
ness bunches in the accelerator. Simulations assumed the vacuum chamber
is an ellipse [51].
7.4.3 Realistic Wall Results
The simulations were repeated with a more realistic CesrTA chamber. This cham-
ber is similar to an ellipse on the top and bottom of the chamber, but the sides are
flat, Figure 7.8.
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φ = 0φ = π
Figure 7.8. X-Y cross section of the realistic wall at the SPU. The angles
presented are the normalized angles in Figure 7.6 and Figure 7.9.
The flux on the bottom of the chamber is reduced by 70% to 0.006 photons/m/beam
particle/radian, as compared to the elliptical chamber because of the flat sides,
see Figure 7.9.
Simulations done with ECLOUD show no photoelectron signal at 14 ns in the
detector from this low photon flux. The decrease in photon flux is due to the shape of
the vacuum chamber. The elliptical shape in the smooth wall allows the photons to
reflect with a greater vertical angle when scattering near the y-axis. In the realistic
chamber these photons are reflecting off a flat surface and not gaining that same
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Figure 7.9. Photon flux around the perimeter of the chamber walls, as-
suming a realistic chamber shape.
vertical scattering angle needed for them to be absorbed on the top or bottom of
the chamber wall, Figure 7.11. The photoelectron signal in the SPU is created by a
process not currently being simulated.
7.4.4 First Diffuse Scattering Model
To determine if a diffuse scattering model will produce a photon distribution sim-
ilar to that of the smooth chamber wall; a simple diffuse model was created using the
CesrTA lattice. A rectangular chamber was modeled in Synrad3D. The rectangle has
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-   16 ns spacing (measurement)
+ 16 ns spacing (simulation)
-   28 ns spacing (measurement)
+  28 ns spacing (simulation)
-   44 ns spacing (measurement)
+ 44 ns spacing (simulation)
-   56 ns spacing (measurement)
+  56 ns spacing (simulation)
-   72 ns spacing (measurement)
+ 72 ns spacing (simulation)
-   84 ns spacing (measurement)
+  84 ns spacing (simulation)
Figure 7.10. Shielded pickup measurements compared to Synrad3D and
ECLOUD simulation results, for different spacings of the leading and wit-
ness bunches in the accelerator. Simulations assumed the vacuum chamber
has a realistic shape [51].
the same major and minor axes as the CesrTA ellipse, 45 mm and 25 mm respectively.
The grazing angles of the photons in CesrTA are all smaller than 5◦, so it was assumed
that all photons had a scattering angle of ±1◦ from the incident angle. Assuming the
photon is absorbed longitudinally in the same location, a new x,y, absorption point
was calculated for each photon. The results, Figure 7.12, show that without diffuse
scattering there is no photon flux on the top or bottom of the chamber. The simple
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Figure 7.11. Photons specularly reflected off the smooth wall chamber
are absorbed on the top and bottom of the chamber, due to the vertical
scattering angle from the rounded chamber walls, A). Photons specularly
reflected off the realistic chamber wall, B) do not scatter vertically, reduc-
ing the probability that they will be absorbed on the top or bottom of the
chamber.
diffuse scatter model increases the photon flux on the top and bottom of the chamber
to 0.08 photons/m/beam particle/radian. The rectangular chamber wall will under-
estimate the photon flux on the top and bottom of the chamber compared to a more
round chamber.
Based on this work, and the surface roughness measurements discussed in subsec-
tion 4.2.2 a full diffuse scattering model was implemented into Synrad3D by Gerry
Dugan and David Sagan of Cornell University.
7.5 Photon Scattering
We have now shown the importance of including the diffuse model to get an accu-
rate photon distribution. This section will describe the effect of diffuse and specular
scattering on the radiation heating of the SCU chamber. Comparing 5 different scat-
tering models we determined that the analytical model is a conservative estimate
of radiation heating. The specular scattering model assumed a surface roughness of
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Figure 7.12. Photon flux around the perimeter of the chamber walls,
comparing elastic scatter to diffuse scatters with a rectangular chamber
wall.
10 nm [34], while the diffuse scattering model is dependent on the user defined surface
parameters.
The total heat load values from scattering simulations are shown in Table 7.4.
The heat loads include radiation from all radiation sources in the upstream sector,
including the two main dipole magnets and the mini-bends.
The no scattering and specular scattering simulations used the default chamber
surface parameters described in section 4.2. Each of the the three diffuse scattering
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Table 7.4
Radiation heat load values for 5 scattering models using Synrad3D.
Scattering model Surface Parameters Heat Load
No scattering 0.199 W
Specular Scattering 1.52 W
Diffuse Scattering
All Rough 0.14 W
All Smooth 0.061 W
Combination 0.009 W
models assumes different surface parameters. All Rough simulated photon scattering
assumes the full accelerator vacuum chamber wall was the roughness of the as-received
extruded aluminum chamber (1180 nm rms and 3.8 µm correlation length). The all
smooth model simulated the full chamber wall with the roughness of the polished alu-
minum chamber (139 nm rms and 2.4 µm correlation length). The combination model
is closest to the installed chamber with the smoothed aluminum chamber through the
SCU length and the as-received aluminum chamber for the rest of the accelerator sim-
ulated. The simulations were done using layout 4 described in subsection A.2.4,
When specular scattering is assumed the heat load is 10 times greater than the
heat load for any other scattering model. This can be understood in Figure 7.13
where the high energy photon flux is greatest for the specular scattering model and
power is proportional to energy.
The photon flux for the no scattering and rough surface are equal for photon
energies above 350 eV, which is why the heat load for the two different scattering
models are so similar. The small difference is because of the difference in photon
flux for photon energies below 350 eV. The no scattering model increases at lower
energies, while the rough scattering model decreases for low photon energies, making
the calculated heat load greater for the no scattering model.
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Figure 7.13. Photon flux of photons absorbed on the SCU chamber as-
suming 5 different scattering models.
The difference in heat load simulated is based on the surface modeled in the
simulation. There are two scattering processes that determine the radiation heat
load on the SCU when scattering is included, 1) photons can scatter into the SCU
chamber, and 2) photons can scatter out of the SCU chamber. The ratio of how
many scatter in and how many scatter out explain the difference in heat loads. The
number of reflections each macro-photon had before it was absorbed in the SCU is
shown in Figure 7.14.
Since photon reflectivity decreases for high energy photons on average the lower
the photon energy the more times it scatters. The simulations with a high number
of reflections show a small heat load. For example, the ‘combination’ simulation had
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Figure 7.14. Number of reflections per macro-photon, comparing the re-
sults from four scattering models.
the lowest heat load, and the number of reflections peaks at 10 reflections per photon,
the highest number in all the simulations.
Based on these results the no scattering or analytical model is a conservative
calculation of the radiation heat load on the SCU chamber.
7.6 Summary
In this chapter we have shown that the no scattering model had good agreement
with the analytical model developed in chapter 6, for an ideal electron beam orbit
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and when the orbit has a vertical offset or angle in the upstream dipole magnet.
Synrad3D was also used to show the importance of including diffuse scattering in the
simulation to create a realistic photon distribution azimuthally around the chamber,
by comparing simulation results to electron cloud growth in the CesrTA ring. Finally,
Synrad3D was used to calculate the radiation heat load assuming various scattering
models and parameters for the APS SCU. The realistic chamber model had the lowest
estimated heat load, showing that the no scattering model is a conservative estimate
of the radiation heating because it assumes that all photons are absorbed the first
time they hit the chamber wall.
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8. MEASUREMENT OF TEMPERATURE RISE IN SCU
The temperature rise in the SCU chamber was measured for known steerings of the
electron beam in the upstream dipole magnet. This chapter will describe the method
used to measure the the temperature rise, and the analysis of the data, then show a
comparison of the data with calculated temperature rise.
8.1 Measurement Method
This section will describe the method used to measure the temperature rise in the
SCU beam chamber. During the measurements the SCU coil current was set to 0 A
or no magnetic field. Turning the coil current off protects the device from quenching
and reduces heat load from the coils. This is a requirement to allow for large steerings
without tripping the beam position limiting detectors (BPLD) which will dump the
beam in order to protect the machine.
8.1.1 Accelerator Setup
Three hundred and twenty-four evenly spaced bunches were injected into the ma-
chine and run in top up. Of the three standard fill patterns 324 bunches provides the
lowest resistive wall heating due to image currents flowing in the walls. Top-up mode
will inject more current into the machine every two minutes, it ‘tops-up’ the current.
By running in top-up the electron beam current stays constant, reducing error from
a changing beam current. The total beam current was varied between 10, 20 and
100 mA to keep the total heat load on the SCU chamber below 10 W as calculated
analytically, and shown in Figure 6.5.
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8.1.2 Thermal sensor location
The temperature sensors installed in the SCU are CernoxTM Negative temperature
coefficient (NTC) Resistance temperature detector. The resistance of the sensor is
dependent on its temperature. Nine zirconium oxy-nitride semi-conductor resistors
from Lake Shore Cryotronics, Inc. [52] were installed along the length of the beam
chamber. These temperature sensors are resistant to magnetic field-induced errors
and ionizing radiation. The location of the nine thermal sensors inside the cryostat
is shown in Figure 8.1.
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Figure 8.1. Location of the nine thermal sensors along the length of the
chamber in the SCU cryostat. The chamber is 2 m long.
For the comparison to the analytical model only sensors 3, 4, and 5 were used
because they are between thermal links to the copper bus bar that is cooled by two
cryocoolers. These sensors are not located along a temperature gradient like the other
installed sensors are, and we were able to calibrate the temperature rise to a known
power on the chamber wall.
8.1.3 Beam steering
Standard orbit control was used to steer the electron beam for studies. Orbit
control minimizes the errors on the beam position monitors (BPM). Each BPM has 4
parameters; setpoint, offset, adjusted value and error. The setpoint is the user defined
position where they want the beam to be at that location. The offset is the difference
between the BPM’s electrical center and the magnetic center of the adjacent magnets.
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The adjusted value defined as the raw position plus the offset. The offset values are
measured and updated for all BPM’s in the ring yearly. The error is the difference
between the setpoint and adjusted electron beam position.
The center of the SCU defined during commissioning as the position with the
minimum temperature when running with 24 bunches [53]. The trajectory of the
beam through the SCU was set to this defined center, to minimize the resistive wall
heat load. To create a known vertical angle or offset through the bending magnet the
setpoint of the BPM’s before and after the main bending magnet were changed and
orbit correction was used to steer the beam. After the beam trajectory had settled we
waited for the chamber temperatures to reach an equilibrium temperature, typically
5-10 min,
8.2 Data Analysis
To compare the measurements with the model a calibration between power inci-
dent on the SCU chamber and the temperature rise had to be created. The calibration
model and comparison of results with the model will be discussed in this section
8.2.1 Absolute Beam position
The electron beam orbit through the dipole magnet was calculated using the
adjusted BPM value, to include any errors in the beam position. The on-axis orbit
was defined as the position of the electron beam during user operation.
The angle is defined as the angle between the electron beam position at the two
BPM’s assuming the they are 3.333 m apart. Next the electron beam offset was
calculated at the end of the dipole magnet, instead of the BPM. The offset is defined
by
y = y2 + y
′ ∗ s (8.1)
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where y is the beam offset through the dipole magnet, y2 is the adjusted position of
the beam at the downstream BPM, y′ is the angle of the electron beam through the
dipole and s is 15.6 cm, the distance between the BPM and end of the dipole magnet.
8.2.2 Reducing raw data
To calculate the equilibrium temperature the temperature rise at each steering
position was fit to an exponential decay,
T = T0(1− e−bt) (8.2)
where T0 is the equilibrium temperature. This was done for each thermal sensor
at every steering position. Figure 8.2 shows the measured temperature rise for the
measurements taken with 10 mA of beam current.
8.2.3 Calibration
This section will describe the how the expected heat loads were calculated and
converted to a temperature rise in the SCU.
Resistive Wall Heat Load
Although the 324 bunch pattern was used to reduce the image current heating,
there was still a small amount of heating that needs to be taken into account. The
resistive wall heating is dependent on the frequency spectrum of the bunch as it











δ(ω − nMω0) (8.3)
where the variables and their values are listed in Table 8.1. For frequencies greater
than 8 GHz the skin depth of the chamber wall is shorter than the mean free path
of electrons in the cold aluminum, and the anomalous skin effect must be considered.
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Figure 8.2. Results of the temperature measurement using 10 mA of beam
current, for temperature sensor 4.
The equations for the skin depth, λ, and mean free path, δs, for electrons in aluminum
is given by Equation 8.5 and Equation 8.4. The frequency spectrum of 324 bunches
is shown in Figure 8.3, the calculation for resistive wall heating for frequencies above
and below 8 GHz will be calculated separately.






To calculate the power per meter, P , from the frequency spectrum use
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Figure 8.3. Fourier transform of the longitudinal current distribution for
324 evenly spaced bunches, as given by Equation 8.3. Assuming 100 mA









where R is the surface resistance of the beam chamber. For frequencies below the






Above the cutoff frequency R is defined by Ras which is the surface resistance under
the anomalous skin effect, given by
Ras(ω) = R∞(1 + 1.157α−0.276) (8.8)
R∞ is the surface resistance under the extreme anomalous region, α  1, see Equa-
















ρ` = 6.6 ∗ 10−16 (8.11)
Variables and their values are listed in Table 8.1.
Table 8.1
Parameters and their values for the resistive wall heating calculation.
Variable Meaning Value
Iav Total beam current 10, 20 or 100 mA
ω0 Revolution frequency 1.706 MHz
σt Bunch length 24.8 ps
M Number of bunches 324
ρ metal resistivity for 6063-T5 Al at 20K 2.8 ∗ 10−9 Ω−m
µ0 Permeability of free space 4pi10
−7(V ∗ s)/(A ∗m)
The contribution from the normal skin effect and anomalous skin effect are added
to get the total power per meter. Assuming a chamber length of 1.33 m and applying
these equations, we calculate the resistive wall heating for the beam currents used for
the heating measurements, results are in Table 8.2.
Analytical Model
The radiation heat load was calculated analytically from the model described
in chapter 6. To calculate an accurate heat load the horizontal beam position through
the dipole was included in the heat load calculation. The radiation heat load was
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Table 8.2
Resistive Wall heating for three beam currents.
Beam Current Heat load
10 mA 0.0033 W
20 mA 0.013 W
100 mA 0.33 W
added to the resistive wall heat load to calculate the total estimated heat load for
each electron beam steering orbit.
Power to Temperature Calibration
The calibration was completed by measuring the temperature rise when a known
power is put on the chamber. A heater was placed on the chamber in the section with
thermal sensor 5, and by measuring the temperature rise in TS 5, for a range of powers
a calibration of power to temperature can be created. The starting temperature of
TS 5 was 7 K, so that temperature was subtracted off each measured temperature
to get the temperature rise. Figure 8.4 shows the measured data and the fit to the
calibration equation,
dT = 1.974P − 0.0667P 2 + 0.00119P 3. (8.12)
where dT is the change in temperature, and P is the power put on the chamber heater.
Results of the calculated power were converted to a temperature rise using Equa-
tion 8.12. Results of the comparison are shown in the next section.
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Figure 8.4. Fit to temperature rise of calibration data, Equation 8.12.
8.3 Comparison with model
Using the calibration method described in the previous section the predicted cham-
ber temperature was calculated. Plotted in Figures 8.5 - 8.7 is the percent error
between the measured temperature and the temperature predicted by the model.





The box added to the figures shows the limits of electron beam steering when the
coil current is non-zero and the BPLD’s on. This is the range of steering that can
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occur during normal user operations. The range of steerings outside this box are only
possible during machine studies, when the SCU coil current is 0 A.































Figure 8.5. Percent error of a comparison of measured to calculated tem-
peratures for temperature sensor 3. Higher percent error indicates the
model over estimated the radiation heat load.
Inside this range the heating model is well understood. All predicted temperatures
are within 20% of the measured temperature. Previous work on heat load calculations
elsewhere have not been able to explain the temperature rise of their beam liners,
predictions have been off from measurements by more than 200% [21]. Previous
work has largely ignored radiation heat load, or just stated it is a complex problem
dependent on each individual accelerator geometry. While this is a true statement,
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a simple on-axis model yielded an accurate temperature rise prediction for the SCU
installed at APS.































Figure 8.6. Percent error of a comparison of measured to calculated tem-
peratures for temperature sensor 4. Higher percent error indicates the
model over estimated the radiation heat load.
For the range of steerings outside what is possible during user operation, there
temperature error reaches 65%. The large error could be from the non-inclusion of
photon scattering. The changes in photon distribution due to scattering from an
off-axis beam was not studied.
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Figure 8.7. Percent error of a comparison of measured to calculated tem-
peratures for temperature sensor 5. Higher percent error indicates the
model over estimated the radiation heat load.
8.4 Summary
This chapter outlined the measurement method, and analysis of temperature rise
in the SCU beam chamber. Results show good agreement, within 20% between
the predicted temperature and measured temperature for steering values within the
range allowed with the device is in operation. Previously published work on heat
load models have not been able to account for the heat load measured on their cold
devices. But by applying a complete radiation heat load model we can show good
agreement. For large steering values there is a larger error between the predicted
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and measured temperatures. A reason for this discrepancy could be the scattering of




Up until this chapter we have focused on the generation and scattering of synchrotron
radiation and heating. This chapter will study the effects of the absorbed radiation. In
this chapter is presented the results of a measurement of the quantum efficiency (QE)
of two aluminum beam chamber samples. Results from these measurements can be
used as inputs into electron cloud simulation codes. The measured QE is applicable
to other synchrotron light sources with small aluminum ID chambers because the
incident grazing angle distribution will be similar.
9.1 Simulations
Photoelectrons that seed the electron cloud in beam chambers are from dipole
radiation generated upstream. Synrad3D was used to determine the photon energy
and grazing angle range of photons absorbed on the SCU chamber, the power these
photons put on the chamber wall was described in previous chapters. The Synrad3D
specular scattering model was used to simulate photon scattering.
The flux of incident photons peaked at 0.6 degrees grazing angle with a maximum
angle of 6 degrees, Figure 9.1. The distribution of grazing angles is based on the
chamber geometry upstream of the ID. Photons that are first incident on the ID
chamber have a grazing angle of 0.025 degrees. The higher angles are generated from
photons that have scattered from other surfaces upstream of the undulator chamber.
As the photon energy increased the flux incident on the SCU chamber decreased, Fig-
ure 9.2. The beam chamber is shielded from on-axis dipole radiation from an upstream
photon absorber [38]. Therefore the only radiation considered in this simulation is
incident on the top and bottom of the chamber or has scattered from the upstream
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Figure 9.1. Grazing angle of incident photons in the SCU cryostat cham-
ber. Results produced from simulations using Synrad3D.
beam chamber wall. The probably of scattering from the chamber surface decreases
as the photon energy increases.
From these simulations the range of photon energy and grazing angle capabilities
of the beam line in which to do the measurement were determined. To compare the
angle dependance, a beam line with varying angle capabilities was needed. To reach
the lowest possible photon beam energies a soft x-ray beam line was a required.
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Figure 9.2. Energy of photons incident in SCU chamber. Results produced
from simulations using Synrad3D.
9.2 Measurement Description
The Australian Synchrotron’s Soft X-ray beam line was used to measure the QE
of beam chamber samples [56]. Two data sets were acquired. The first focused
on higher energy measurement varying the incident photon energy between 100 eV
and 2000 eV in 0.5 eV steps. Data were taken at grazing angles of 3, 5, 10, and
50 degrees and temperatures from 180K to 300K. The second set of data used the
Australian Synchrotron running at an electron beam energy of 1.5 GeV, half its
operating energy [57] to produce photons below 100 eV. Data were taken at photon
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energies between 35 eV and 150 eV in 1 eV steps. Data were taken at grazing angles
of 3, 5, 10 and 50 degrees; all data were taken at room temperature. Due to physical
limitations of the beam line the smallest grazing angle measurable was 3 degrees,
and the lowest energy was 35 eV. No voltage bias was induced on the sample during
the measurements. A layout of the measurement chamber in Figure 9.3 shows the
relative positions of the samples and the Silicon diode used to calculate the photon
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Figure 9.3. Layout of the beam line measurement chamber, the photon
beam is out of the page. The Silicon diode is used to measure the photon
flux when the samples have been moved out of the path of the photon
beam.
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The two samples measured were sections of extruded aluminum APS beam cham-
ber. Figure 9.4 shows the samples measured. The polished sample is on the top, and
the as-received sample is on the bottom. Sample details were described in section 5.5.
	  
1	  cm	  
Figure 9.4. Picture of the sample holder with both aluminum samples.
The polished sample is on the top, the as-received sample is on the bottom.
The surface roughness of both samples were measured before the QE measurement,
see Table 5.2. During transport the sample surfaces were protected using Kapton
tape. Before the measurements were taken the samples were cleaned in an ultrasonic,
acetone bath for ten minutes, and dried with dry nitrogen. After the measurements
were taken we discovered that the acetone did not remove the tape residue. From [58]
it was assumed that the surface had an 11 nm Al2O3 layer from exposure to the air
at the time of the measurement.
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9.3 Analysis
To calibrate the total photon flux on the sample, the drain current from the
Silicon diode at the back of the sample chamber, Figure 9.3, was measured for all
photon energies. To measure the drain current on the Silicon diode the sample had
to be moved out of the path of the photon beam. Using the calibration for the Silicon















FPhoton is the photon flux, ISi is the drain current measured from the Silicon diode,
3.65 eV is the average energy for an electron-hole pair creation in silicon, Eγ is the
energy of the incident photon beam, qe is the charge of an electron, and F (Eγ) is the
transmission coefficient [32]. For the photon energies used in the QE measurement
F (Eγ) is close to one and photoemission dominates as the electron production process.
With the sample in place all photons that would have been incident on the diode are
now incident on the sample, therefore the photon flux on the sample is also given
by Equation 9.1. The drain current from the sample was measured to determine
the number of free electrons produced. Using Equation 9.2, the number of electrons









FElectron is the electron flux, IAl is the drain current measured from the aluminum
sample. The QE is the ratio of number of electrons emitted to number of incident





All results were normalized to the storage ring beam current.
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For the APS SCU the beam chamber is nominally held at 20 K. To determine if
there is an effect on the QE the temperature of the sample was varied from 180 K
to 300 K. The minimum temperature of 180 K was a limit of the beam line used to
take the measurement. The sample drain current measurements were taken as the
sample was being cooled. Measurements of the QE taken at 300 K and 180 K for a
10 degree grazing angle were compared to determine the temperature dependance of
the QE. The QE for the sample at 180 K, over all energies, did not vary more than
15% from the QE at 300 K. Carbon monoxide and H2 are the most abundant gases
in the vacuum chamber [12], these gases condense at temperatures 81 K for CO [60]
and 20 K for H2 [61]. All measurements presented in this paper were taken above
180 K, so the surface of the samples are not altered due to cryo-sorbed gases. Future
studies must be done to determine a realistic QE values for the APS SCU chamber
at 20K. Results presented in this paper do not consider the temperature differences
in sample during the measurement.
9.4 Results
The QE as a function of energy was found to be strongly dependent on the energy
of the incident photon beam. The QE of the aluminum chamber with a photon beam
at a grazing angle of 5 degrees is shown in Figure 9.5 for both samples, the polished
sample has a greater QE in the energy spectrum measured. There are peaks in the
QE for photon energies equal to the K1s edges of oxygen, carbon, and aluminum.
The oxygen and carbon are part of the Al2O3 layer, typically 11 nm thick [58], that
forms on aluminum from exposure to the air. The next two sections detail the results
based on photon grazing angle, and sample surface roughness.
9.4.1 Angle dependance
To study the dependance of the QE on the incident photon angle the average QE
was calculated for each angle and sample and then fit to a Lorentzian as a function
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Figure 9.5. An example of a QE plot as a function of energy. These data
were taken with the incident photons at a grazing angle of 5 degrees.
of angle, Figure 9.6. Similarly the peak QE was plotted for each angle then fit to a
Lorentzian as a function of angle, Figure 9.7. A Lorentzian was used to include the
50 degree data in the fit, which required a long tail that didn’t go to zero.
The angle dependance of the QE is related to the penetration depth of photons.
For a set energy the photons travel the same distance through the material for all
grazing angles; however, the photons are absorbed closer to the surface when the
grazing angle is low [62]. For low angles the escape probability of the photoelectrons
is greater, increasing the QE.
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Figure 9.6. The average QE plotted as a function of photon grazing angle.
Higher photon grazing angles have a smaller QE than low grazing angles.
To use these data in current electron cloud generation codes, the QE for angles less
than the measured three degrees would need to be interpolated from the data. Fig-
ure 9.6 and Figure 9.7 show a good fit with a Lorentzian for photon grazing angles
between 3 and 50 degrees, and the QE for less than three degrees is interpolated from
the fit. The lack of data at low grazing angles is a limitation of this model. The
Lorentzian fit is not a good physical model of the QE at grazing angles less than 1.5
degrees. As the grazing angle decreases at some point the QE will decrease to 0 for
an atomically flat surface. The shape of this decline was not studied for this paper.
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Figure 9.7. The peak QE plotted as a function of photon grazing angle.
Higher photon grazing angles have a smaller QE than low grazing angles.
9.4.2 Surface Roughness dependance
From Figure 9.6 and Figure 9.7 it is seen that the polished sample had a higher
overall QE than the as-received sample. In [63] rougher surfaces were found to have
higher QE than smoother surfaces. The reason for the difference is the voltage bias
on the sample, which is a technique typically used when measuring the QE. To bet-
ter simulate the working conditions of a beam chamber in the accelerator, a voltage
bias was not put on the samples during the measurement. Therefore electrons have
a probability of being reabsorbed into the sample and not measured, reducing the
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QE, Figure 9.8. This effect increases with a rougher surface, since individual electrons
have a higher probability of hitting the surface again. This is consistent with cur-
rent electron cloud secondary electron yield mitigation research where the secondary
electron yield is reduced when grooves are added to the beam chamber surface [64].











Figure 9.8. Without a voltage bias on the sample photoelectrons can
hit the sample again, before the electron is measured. The probability
increases for rougher surfaces.
9.5 Effective QE
The effective QE is the QE at each photon energy averaged over the photon
grazing angle distribution at that energy. The photon distribution was based on
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simulations from Synrad3D. This calculation is a better representation of the QE in a
small aperture chamber than the measurement alone, since it considered the photon
angle as well as its energy in the calculation.
To estimate the QE as a function of the incident angle the theory from [65] was























where R(θ) is the reflectivity of aluminum at the angle θ, and R(normal) is the
reflectivity at normal incidence. The reflectivity values were taken from [32] assuming
an 11 nm layer of Al2O3 on an Al substrate, and no surface roughness. The variable
µ is the mass absorption coefficient, and is dependent on the photon energy [66], and
λ is the electron mean free path in aluminum. Specular reflection was assumed for all
angles. The QE theory was scaled by a factor, s, at each photon energy to fit the QE
data taken. Shown in Figure 9.9 is the theory fit to data at 1300 eV, a scale factor
of 0.5 was used.
As the photon energy increases the peak QE shifts to lower grazing angles. To
apply this equation to the simulation results, the theory was fit to data for the range
of photon energies between 35 eV and 2000 eV. Then each macro-photon’s theoretical
QE was found based on its energy and grazing angle. Finally the QE’s were averaged
for each photon energy, results are shown in Figure 9.10.
The Oxygen, Carbon and Aluminum peaks are still visible, but the Oxygen K 1s
peak has been amplified. This occurs because the absorbed photons have a small
grazing angle so the thick oxide layer dominates the photoelectron production at that
energy. The peak effective QE for the polished chamber at the oxygen K 1s line at
544 eV is 1.023, which is greater than unity. Some error is introduced because of
finite energy resolution at the strongly-peaked K 1s line in the reflectivity curve. The
polished chamber has a higher effective QE than the as-received chamber, as seen in
the raw data results described in previous sections. The details in the effective QE
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Figure 9.9. Fit of the theory to the QE measurements at photon energy
1300 eV.
suggest that representing QE with a single value in election cloud codes may be an
over-simplification.
9.6 Summary
In this chapter the results from a QE measurement for two technical aluminum
surfaces extruded for an APS small aperture beam chamber were presented. Measure-
ments were taken at photon energies from 35 eV to 2000 eV, and at grazing angles 3,
5, 10 and 50 degrees. The results compared the effects of the QE on surface rough-
ness, photon energy and photon incident angle. The QE peaks at photon energies
equal to the K 1s shells of the Oxygen, Carbon, Aluminum and Silicon in the sam-
ples. The highest peaks where for the Oxygen and Carbon shells. To determine the
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Figure 9.10. The effective QE spectrum, including the photon grazing
angle distribution.
angle dependance of the QE the average QE for each angle was compared. Results
showed that the QE decreased as the incident photon angle increased. The angular
dependence of QE was fit to a Lorentzian to give an estimate on the QE for incident
angles less than 3 degrees. In the photon energy and grazing angle measurements
the QE for an as-received and polished sample are shown. The difference in the QE
for the two samples is greatest for low photon energies at low grazing angles, but as
the photon energy approaches 2000 eV and 50 degrees grazing angle the difference in
the measured QE is reduced. Finally the effective QE was calculated to combine the
results with the distribution of photon grazing angles. This amplified the QE for the
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oxygen K 1s line at 544 eV, and suggest that a more complete photoemission model




There were several key results in the development of an accurate model of the radia-
tion heat load on the APS SCU.
An analytical model of synchrotron radiation from a steered electron beam in a
bending magnet was produced. Using this analytical model it was shown that an elec-
tron beam vertically off-axis in the upstream dipole can produce more radiation on
the SCU chamber wall than the maximum power the cryo-coolers can handle, chap-
ter 6. Temperature interlocks can be used to turn the magnet power supply off in
this case to protect the magnets from quenching due to excessive heating.
Monte-Carlo simulations with no-scattering had good agreement with the analyt-
ical model, for an ideal electron beam orbit and when the orbit has a vertical offset
or angle in the upstream dipole magnet. These simulations assumed that all photons
incident on the beam chamber were absorbed. This work showed the importance of
including diffuse scattering in the simulation to create a realistic photon distribution
azimuthally around the chamber. A diffuse scattering model was used to simulate
the radiation heat load from a realistic chamber model. The realistic chamber model
showed a 95% decrease in radiation heating compared to the no-scattering simulation.
The polished SCU chamber walls increased photon reflections, while the un-polished
chamber everywhere else had a low reflectivity, and absorbed the photons.
By applying a complete radiation heat load model we had an error of less than 20%
between the analytical prediction and measurements for small vertical orbit bumps
in the upstream dipole. This comparison shows better agreement between prediction
and measurements than what has been achieved at other synchrotron laboratories.
The results of simulations and measurements diverged only for the vertical steering
outside the Beam Position Limiting Detector limits. This discrepancy of 65% could
be from photon scattering out of the chamber. However even for large vertical bumps
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this analytical model was able to predict the radiation heat load to better accuracy
than any previously published heat load analysis.
Quantum Efficiency (QE) measurements of technical aluminum samples were
taken at photon energies from 35 eV to 2000 eV, and at grazing angles 3, 5, 10
and 50 degrees. The results compared the effects of the QE on surface roughness,
photon energy and photon incident angle. The QE peaks at photon energies equal to
the K shells of the Oxygen, Carbon, Aluminum and Silicon in the samples. The dif-
ference in the QE for the as-received and polished samples is greatest for low photon
energies at low grazing angles, but as the photon energy approaches 2000 eV and 50
degrees grazing angle the difference in the measured QE is reduced. These measure-
ments demonstrated that models of the photoelectron yield of technical accelerator
surfaces need to include the variation of QE with photon energy and angle.
Work is continuing to study the heat load on the SCU cryostat using a finite
element analysis (FEA) [67]. The use of the an FEA allows the inclusion of non-
beam induced heating sources.
In conclusion, the analytical model developed in this thesis accurately predicted
the measured radiation heat load on a small aperture superconducting device installed





This Appendix will describe the details of the SCU0 sector in the accelerator. It
includes a description of all the chamber designs used in this research, and each of
the layouts analyzed as part of this thesis. Including the relative distance between the
bending magnet, SCU photon absorber and SCU, also the distance between the beam
chamber center and the tip of the potion absorber. Each subsection will highlight the
important changes made for each layout.
A.1 Chamber Cross-section
In addition to the SCU ellipse chamber that is in the SCU cryostat section 5.4,
three other chamber shapes were used upstream of SCU. This section will describe
each shape and describe how it was modeled.
A.1.1 Main Chamber
The main chamber is used through the ring except in sections with a small gap
insertion device(ID). The main chamber vertical aperture is 4.2 cm, the horizontal
aperture is 8.7 cm. The outside of the chamber is extended to create an anti-chamber,
which provides a path for synchrotron radiation to pass out of the vacuum chamber
and reduces vacuum pressure rise. Figure A.1 shows the shape of the main chamber
with the antechamber.
To model the main chamber the top and bottom were assumed to be circles of
radius 53.7 mm and the inside end of the chamber was modeled as a circle with radius
7.9 mm. These two curves are connected with a straight line with a length of 13 mm.
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Figure A.1. Cross section of the main chamber.
A.1.2 ID Chamber
To create a greater magnetic field in the ID’s a small aperture chamber is used.
The standard ID chamber has a vertical aperture of 7.5 mm with each end rounded
off with a circle of radius 3.75 mm. The full horizontal aperture is 36 mm. Included






Figure A.2. Cross section of the ID chamber.
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A.1.3 SCU Oval
This chamber cross-section was only used in early designs of the chamber layout
The SCU oval has the same horizontal and vertical aperture as the SCU ellipse, but
is flat along the top and bottom edges Figure A.3. The chamber does not have an
antechamber, and was simulated with half circles on the inside and outside edges with
a radius of 3.6 mm.
53 mm
R 3.6 mm
Figure A.3. Cross section of the SCU oval chamber.
A.1.4 Transition Oval
This chamber cross-section is only used in the installed cryostat. The horizontal
aperture is slightly larger then the SCU ellipse, 59 mm, but the vertical aperture is
approximately four times larger at 25.4 mm full aperture. This chamber is used as a
transition between the main chamber and the SCU ellipse. It was modeled with two
half circles on either side with a radius of 12.7 mm, connected by a straight line.
A.2 Layout Descriptions
This section will describe the details of each of the layouts simulated as part of
this thesis. For Layouts 1, 2 and 4 the SCU photon absorber was 17 mm from the




Figure A.4. Cross section of the transition oval.
beam chamber. In all of the layouts the photon absorber is 75 cm long positioned at
an angle of 30 degrees [38].
All the element positions are defined as the distance from the end of the main
bending magnet.
A.2.1 Layout 1
Layout 1 is the initial SCU0 design used for radiation heating calculations. The
chamber tapers from a small aperture ID chamber shape to an SCU oval in the
downstream end box of the standard undulator. There is a short (<1 mm) transition
to the SCU ellipse chamber inside the cryostat.
A.2.2 Layout 2
The step from the SCU oval to the SCU ellipse in the cryostat increases the power
on that section of the beam chamber in the cryostat. The heat load on this one
section accounts for approximately 24% of the total direct radiation heating, on a
1 mm section. To decrease the heating on the step in the SCU cryostat, a mask,
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Table A.1
Distance between the end of the Bending magnet and specified positions
for Layout 1.
Description Distance
EA5 photon absorber 4.696 m
Center of the BH1 magnet 4.686 m
Start of the taper from ID chamber to SCU oval 7.763 m
Tip of the SCU photon absorber 7.838 m
End of the taper from ID chamber to SCU oval 7.896 m
Beginning of SCU ellipse (step) 8.351 m
Step from SCU ellipse to SCU oval, end of the SCU 9.971 m
designed by Emil Trakhtenberg, will be placed 22 cm upstream of the step. This
mask has the same shape as the SCU ellipse, is 1.3 mm in length. The addition of
the mask is effective in decreasing the heat load on the step by 75%.
Table A.2
Distance between the end of the Bending magnet and specified positions
for Layout 2.
Description Distance
EA5 photon absorber 4.696 m
Center of the BH1 magnet 4.686 m
Start of the taper from ID chamber to SCU oval 7.763 m
Tip of the SCU photon absorber 7.838 m
End of the taper from ID chamber to SCU oval 7.896 m
Center of mask 8.056 m
Beginning of SCU ellipse (step) 8.351 m
Step from SCU ellipse to SCU oval, end of the SCU 9.971 m
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A.2.3 Layout 3
A test chamber was installed in APS in May 2012 to measure the heat load on a
small aperture ID chamber before the SCU cryostat was installed. The test chamber
is an SCU ellipse chamber which extended from the upstream undulator to the end
of the straight section. It did not include the step or mask. For these calculations the
SCU photon absorber was assumed to be 17.94 mm from the beam chamber center.
Table A.3
Distance between the end of the Bending magnet and specified positions
for Layout 3.
Parameter Distance
Center of the BH1 magnet 4.696 m
EA5 photon absorber 4.686 m
Tip of the SCU photon absorber 7.83 m
Beginning of the SCU 8.23 m
End of the SCU 10.31 m
A.2.4 Layout 4
After an RF finger melted in the transition section of the test chamber described
in subsection A.2.3 that section was redesigned for the installed device. The chamber
now tapers out to the main chamber design in the end box of the upstream undulator,
then tapers back to the transition oval before the cryostat. The chamber transitions
down to the SCU ellipse aperture inside the cryostat.
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Table A.4
Distance between the end of the Bending magnet and specified positions
for Layout 4.
Parameter Distance
Center of the BH1 magnet 4.696 m
EA5 photon absorber 4.686 m
Start of the taper from ID chamber to main chamber 7.763 m
Tip of the SCU photon absorber 7.838 m
End of the taper from ID chamber to main chamber 7.917 m
Beginning of taper from main chamber to transition oval 8.091 m
Beginning of taper from transition oval to SCU ellipse 8.239 m
End of taper from transition oval to SCU ellipse 8.353 m
First thermal link 8.603 m
Last thermal link 9.933 m
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